Passive voice – fill in present simple, past simple

Most of the things we buy ____________________in China these days. (make)

I study Art – it ____________________in my school. (teach)

Cheques ____________________much these days - most people pay by credit card. (not use)

________ stamps ________in supermarkets? (stamps/sell)

English ____________________here. (speak)

________ wine ________________in England? (produce)

Mistakes ____________________all the time. Nobody’s perfect. (make)

Breakfast ____________________from 7.30 to 10.00. (serve)

A lot of patience ____________________in this job. (need)

These programmes ____________________by people all over the world. (watch)

Does Stephan set the timer?
No, the timer ____________________by Stephan.

The artist sings three song.
________ three songs ________by the artist?

Mr Brown takes the umbrellas.
Yes, the umbrellas ____________________by Mr Brown.

The policeman does a good job.
________ a good job ________by the policeman?

Do my friends find my keys?
Yes, my keys ____________________by my friends.

The scientist writes a book.
A book ____________________by the scientist.
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Most of the things we buy are made in China these days. (make)

I study Art – it is taught in my school. (teach)

Cheques aren’t used much these days - most people pay by credit card. (not use)

Are stamps sold in supermarkets? (stamps/sell)

English is spoken here. (speak)

Is wine produced in England? (produce)

Mistakes are made all the time. Nobody’s perfect. (make)

Breakfast is served from 7.30 to 10.00. (serve)

A lot of patience is needed in this job. (need)

These programmes are watched by people all over the world. (watch)

Does Stephan set the timer?
No, the timer isn’t set by Stephan.

The artist sings three song.
Are three songs sung by the artist?

Mr Brown takes the umbrellas.
Yes, the umbrellas are taken by Mr Brown.

The policeman does a good job.
Is a good job done by the policeman?

Do my friends find my keys?
Yes, my keys are found by my friends.

The scientist writes a book.
A book is written by the scientist.